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£3,495.00
£3,495.00
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£1,850.00













£2,150.00













£4,550.00













£1,595.00












£2,095.00
£1,735.00







£5,285.00
£4,925.00
£4,925.00

Retail price
(incl. VAT at 20%)

X6 M50i (X6MC)






X6 30d Sport (X6XA)
-







X6 40i M Sport (X6MB)

Option
Code

X6 40i Sport (X6XB)

=optionally available
=standard equipment
=not available
= or

X6 30d M Sport (X6MA)

G06



/

Paintwork
met

Metallic paintwork

416
A96
C27
C3D
C3W

Carbon Black
Mineral White
Arctic Grey
Manhattan Metallic
Riverside Blue

uni

Non-metallic paintwork

300

Alpine White





-









-





-

Upholstery
MAH9

Black/contrast stitching Brown | Black
Only with 481
Leather 'Vernasca' design-perforated

MCG7
MCHF
MCSW

Tacora Red | Black
Coffee | Black
Black | Black

ZBEW
ZBSW

Ivory White | Black
Black | Black

BMW Individual full leather trim 'Merino'

(only with 456 as part of ZGM / ZGX , 4M5 and either 775, 776 or XD5)

Packages
ZMS

M Sport Plus

420
1PA
4GQ
5AL
7M9

Sun protection glazing*
22" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 742 M Bicolour with mixed tyres
M seat belts
Active protection
BMW Individual high-gloss Shadow Line with extended contents
3DN can be selected in place of 7M9 as a pack alternative at no additional cost.
*Available outside of pack

ZGM

Comfort

322
456
44A
4HA

Comfort Access with Smart Opener
Comfort Seats Front
Cupholder, temperate
Seat heating front and rear
*Available outside of pack

ZGX

Comfort Plus

322
323
453
456
44A
4HA
4NB
4NM
4T7

Comfort Access with Smart Opener
Soft close doors
Seat Ventilation Front
Comfort Seats Front
Cupholder, temperate
Seat heating front and rear
Automatic air conditioning with 4-zone control*
Ambient air
Massage Function, front
*Available outside of pack

Z0C

Visibility

5AZ

Laserlights

Z0J

Technology

3DS
5DN
6DR
610
688

BMW Display Key
Parking Assistant Plus
BMW Driver Recorder
Head-up Display
Harman Kardon surround sound system

6F1

Bowers & Wilkins Diamond surround sound system
'Including 6F1 - Bowers and Wilkins Diamond Surround Sound System (pack alternative for 688 - Loudspeaker system - harman/kardon and only with option 407)









Interior trims
4MC

Interior trim finishers 'Carbon Fibre'

-



-







£1,095.00

4KM

Interior trim finishers Aluminium 'Mesheffect' dark













£0.00

4KK

Interior trim finishers Aluminium Tetragon

-



-







£0.00

XET

BMW Individual fine-wood trim 'Fineline' black with aluminium inserts













£560.00













Std

-



-







£0.00

Transmission
2TB

Sport automatic transmission

Steering and Chassis
2NH

M Sport Braking System
Blue painted brake calipers with 'M' designation

2T4

M Sport differential













£0.00

2VF

Improved traction, agility, stability and driving behaviour. Comfort thanks to smooth transitions even with sudden steering movements. System-side adjustment of locking degree (rear axle) between 0 and 100%
depending on driving situation and road surface conditions.
Only with 2VW or 3E3 on Sport and M Sport models
Adaptive M Suspension

-

-

-

-





£0.00

- increased driving dynamics potential of the vehicle from comfortable (Comfort mode) to particularly sporty setup (Sport mode)
- sport suspension settings with tuned adaptive dampers; spread via driving modes
Not with 2VR and 2TF

2VH

Integral Active Steering





















-

-

-



-






£995.00

Speed-dependent adaptation of the steering angle of front and rear wheels combined with reduced effort applied to steering wheel for more agile handling that is more comfortable when parking. Combined steering of
the rear axle.
2VR

Adaptive 2-axle air suspension

Std

Automatic self-levelling suspension:
Not with 2VR and 2TF
2VW

Adaptive M Suspension Professional

£1,995.00
£3,195.00

Includes:
- Anti roll stabilisation
- 2VH Integral Active Steering

255

Not with 2VR and 2VF. Only with 2VH and 2T4
Sport leather steering wheel



-



-

-

-

£0.00

-



-







£0.00













Only with:
Z0J













Std













Only with:
ZGM or ZGX

-



-







Only with:
ZMS













Std

-



-







Only with:
ZMS













Std













Std













Only with:
Z0C













Std

3 spokes, diameter 380 mm, with multifunction buttons for remote control for radio and telephone (if installed), cover with highlight trim finisher insert in Chrome Pearl Grey
710

M Leather steering wheel
The M leather steering wheel incl. multifunction (e.g. operation of radio, telephone and cruise control), gearshift paddles and M badge in sporty 3-spoke design.
The steering wheel rim in leather 'Walknappa' black with shaped thumb rests ensures a sporty and direct steering feel.
Note: Contents of PA 337 'M Sport package'

Safety and Technology
3DS

BMW Display Key
Key size: approx. 90 mm x 55 mm x 15 mm
Functional scopes:
- LCD colour display incl. touch control panel
- display option of vehicle status information (e.g. range, service information, vehicle locking, etc.)
- control of the ventilation inside the vehicle
- in combination with option code 2VR 'Adaptive 2-axle air suspension' control of vehicle height from outside (from 12/18 production)
- wireless charging of the key
- additional USB charger cable
- range of function: 300m
Notes: 1 BMW display key and 1 standard vehicle keys are included

302

Alarm system
For monitoring doors, engine-compartment lid and tailgate, including interior-movement sensor, tilt sensor and siren with emergency power supply

322

Comfort Access with Smart Opener
Access to the vehicle without removing key from pockets or bag. Sensors detect proximity of keys to the vehicle and allow doors to be unlocked by holding the door handle closest to the key. Locking by touching
ribbed section of door handle when key is not inside the car. Including touch free opening and closing of the tailgate. Access can also be set up within BMW Operating System 7.0 to allow automatic locking and
unlocking upon driver approach to the vehicle, with key on their person. An acoustic sound will identify when the vehicle unlocks upon approach and locks upon exit. Includes touch free opening and closing of the
tailgate.
Includes BMW Digital Key technology allowing locking and unlocking of the driver's door and staring of the engine via smartphone, removing the need for a conventional car key. Smartphone needs to be held within
5cm of door handle to lock and unlock, and placed in Wireless Charging smartphone tray to start and drive vehicle. The BMW Digital Key will initially be available for selected Android platform NFC-capable
smartphones at launch. One “owner” digital key is provided from factory with a service duration of 1 year. In addition, additional BMW Digital Keys can be purchased via the ConnectedDrive Store and shared with up
to five other people with applicable smartphones. Additional keys are purchased in packs of five and have a 1 year service duration from purchase.
In addition, from December 2018 production a high quality NFC “Key Card” (credit card sized) is included to enable keyless access to the vehicle for users without a compatible Smartphone. Just like the Digital Key on
the smartphone, the Key Card offers the functionalities locking/unlocking and starting the engine. All customers without a capable smartphone (e.g. Apple iPhone) will thereby get a substitute solution.

M Sport and M Performance models now feature an NFC with specific M design.
4GQ

M seat belts
Black seat belts with coloured M seam for all seats.
Only with 5AL within ZMS on M Sport models

5AC

High-beam Assist
Automatic switching on and off of the high-beam headlights depending on the traffic situation. Control via sensor on the front side of the interior mirror.
Included with 552 and 5AZ

5AL

Active Protection
Safety package for initiating protective measures for the occupants if an accident situation is imminent, among other functions:
- reversible belt tensioning
- side airbag for exterior rear seats
- automatic closing of windows until there is just a small gap
- closure of panoramic sunroof, depending on equipment
- automatic braking after crash

5AQ

Active Guard Plus

Includes the manual Speed Limit Device (SLD) features including Speed Limit Info with no passing info and preview (only with nav), the Lane Departure Warning with steering impulse, and the Front Collision Warning
with brake intervention.
- Speed Limit Assist combines the Speed Limit Info with the Speed Limiter incl. no passing info and preview of speed limits. Thus, the allowed speed limit is transferred after manual confirmation in the Speed Limiter.
- Lane departure warning with steering impulse, detects lane markings from about 70 km / h, warns via steering wheel vibration from accidentally leaving the lane and steers the vehicle back into the lane. Suppressed
with set turn signal or tipp turn signal (wanted lane change). Display in the instrument cluster.
- Front collision warning with brake intervention includes the approach control warning and person warning with city brake intervention. The system detects and reacts automatically with a braking intervention on
vehicles (up to 210km/h) as well as cyclists and pedestrians (up to 65km / h). Above these limits, cyclists and pedestrians (up to 85km/h) are warned and prepared for braking by the driver. In addition, the system
reacts on vehicles with a brake pressure up to 250km/h. The automatic braking can reach a maximum delay of 9m / s² (full deceleration).
Please note: The system volumes included in the optional equipment only support within defined system limits. Responsibility and reaction to the real traffic situation remain with the respective driver.
552

Adaptive LED Headlights
Expanded lighting functions for improved visibility:
- Adaptive headlights
- Anti-glare selective high beam
- Light colour close to that of ordinary daylight
- Optimum, homogeneous illumination of the carriageway

5AZ

Laserlights
Unique 'X' design with blue 'X' signature on both sides (illuminated), supports the feeling of width.
Functionality:
- accent lighting with turn indicators
- 3 lighting levels: LED low-beam headlights, LED high-beam headlights with laser module (above 60 km/h)
- LED position light, LED daytime driving light in 'L'-shape, LED direction indicator, LED cornering light
- adaptive headlights
- incl. BMW Selective Beam, the dazzle-free high-beam assistant from BMW (note: refer to country-specific offer)
- light setting in same blue colour as 'X' signature
Technical content:
- LED for high amount of light and wide illumination
- laser high-beam module doubles the light intensity compared to Bi-LED (up to a range of 500 m)
- light emitted from blue high-performance laser diodes is concentrated to white light with high intensity on a small phosphor plate)
Including specific design elements and exclusive designation 'BMW Laserlight'

5A1

LED fog-lights
Integrated into the bumper system, with LED lights in horizontal arrangement

5DM

Parking Assistant













Std













Only with:
Z0J













£2,295.00













Only with:
Z0J













Only with:
Z0J













Std













Only with:
ZGX













Only with:
ZGM or ZGX

Camera and ultrasound-based assistance system consisting of parking assistant, active PDC, reversing assistant, lateral parking aid and rear view camera.
- Parking assistant:
the parking assistant facilitates parking into parallel parking spaces as well as leaving parking spaces parallel to the road. For this purpose, the system measures potential parking spaces while driving by at speeds
below approx. 35 km/h even without prior activation. After displaying the information in the central display and activation by the driver, the parking assistant completely takes over vehicle control by steering, braking
and shifting gears. Activation when reverse gear is engaged or transmission position "R" is selected or manually by button at speeds below 35 km/h. The function can be overridden by the driver at any time.
- Active Park Distance Control:
Prevention or minimisation of damage while reversing into parking spaces (at up to 5 km/h) with reaction to collision-critical obstacles towards the rear and sides. If the accelerator is depressed and an obstacle is
detected, the function brakes slightly to alert the driver. If the accelerator is not depressed and the distance to the obstacle is very short, the function applies the maximum possible braking force up to a complete
standstill to prevent a collision or minimise the resulting damage.
- Reversing Assistant:
While driving forward, the function saves the last 50 m of an entry path taken by the driver themselves at a speed of up to 35km/h in order to follow this path while reversing upon request by the driver. This relieves
the driver of steering tasks so they can focus entirely on monitoring the surroundings of the vehicle. The driver remains responsible for longitudinal control via accelerator and brakes (speed below 10 km/h) and for
monitoring the surroundings of the vehicle to avoid collisions with objects in the vicinity.
While reversing, the function assists the driver with longitudinal control by reducing driving speed as appropriate.

- lateral parking aid:
assists in damage minimisation while manoeuvring. Based on information from the Park Distance Control, the system memorises obstacles while driving past and shows their distance to the vehicle sides in the Control
Display.
- rear view camera:
supports the driver when reversing into a parking space and manoeuvring at speeds below 20 km/h by showing the area in the rear of the vehicle in the control display. The function provides better visibility while
reversing. Interactive tracer lines show the vehicle's trajectory. In combination with Park Distance Control, distance information is displayed inside the camera image.
A zoom function for the trailer tow hitch facilitates backing up to couple a trailer.
The camera is activated by engaging reverse gear.
Please note: the system scopes contained in the optional equipment only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic situation.

5DN

Not with 5DN
Parking Assistant Plus
Camera and ultrasound-based assistance system consisting of Surround View system and Remote 3D View as well as the functions of option code '5DM - Parking Assistant'.
- Surround View system:
Offers the camera-based functions Top View, Panorama View and 3D View. Cameras at the front and rear and in the exterior mirrors provide a 360° view around the vehicle including a three-dimensional visualisation.
Panorama View front and rear makes it more safe to approach intersections and exits. In combination with radar-based monitoring of the area in front of the vehicle, the system warns of crossing traffic.
An additional view on the Control Display shows the situation to the right and left of the vehicle. The displayed positioning lines facilitate positioning the vehicle at the stop line. The function is activated by the
Panorama View button. Automatic activation is possible via the storage of personal locations. The view towards the front or rear depends on which gear is engaged.
- Remote View 3D:
Transfer of static images from 3D View to mobile terminal devices via the mobile phone network (only in combination with option code 6AP 'Remote Services'). In surround view, the vehicle and its surroundings can be
viewed from any perspective.

Please note: the system scopes contained in the optional equipment only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic situation.

5AU

Not with 5DM
Driving Assistant Professional
Camera/radar-based driver assistance system comprising of the following functions:
- Steering and lane control assistant:
Supports the driver in keeping to the middle of the lane by means of corrective steering interventions in the speed range of 0–210 km/h. This results in relaxed vehicle operation and relieves the driver of monotonous
tasks (particularly in heavy traffic). In narrow passages on motorways (e.g. road works), the steering assistance ensures a proper distance to vehicles at the sides, roadside structures, and lane markings. The driver is
requested to keep both hands on the steering wheel during vehicle guidance to ensure that they are paying attention and able to react if necessary. If this is not complied with, the control is deactivated after a few
seconds, and the driver is requested to take full control of the steering.
- Active Cruise Control and automatic Speed Limit Assist:
Consists of cruise control with approach control, speed limit info, no-overtaking indicator, manual and automatic speed limit assist, front collision warning and brake intervention.
- Lane keeping assistant with active side collision protection:
Assists the driver in keeping in lane and actively preventing potential side collisions by means of corrective steering interventions in the speed range of 70 km/h to 210 km/h (Lane Change Warning and Lane Departure
Warning, side collision warning). A visual warning is displayed in addition to the active steering intervention, and the steering wheel vibrates. Applies to Lane Change Warning and Lane Departure Warning from approx.
20 km/h.
- Crossing traffic warning front:
Warns of crossing traffic while leaving/entering a parking space as well as while turning into crossing traffic in situations with restricted visibility. Active at up to 7 km/h. Depending on vehicle configuration, information is
shown in the camera display (panorama/Surround View) or in the PDC display.
- Evasion aid:
Assists in critical approach situations when evading is still possible. Evasion aid is available in the speed range of 30-160 km/h. Reacts to vehicles ahead and pedestrians.
- Crossroads warning with city braking function:
Braking assistance with visual/acoustic warning incl. active brake intervention in the event of a potential collision with intersecting traffic. Comprises the partial functions: warning in priority situations and at stop signs.
Active at up to 85 km/h.
- Crossing traffic-warning rear - warns of potential collision with intersecting traffic when reversing out of parking spaces.
Rear collision prevention – Detects the potential of rear collisions via rear sensors and warns traffic behind the vehicle by activating hazard lights.
- Wrong-way warning:
Detects "no entry" signs on motorways, at roundabouts and at one-way roads. Issues a visual/acoustic driver warning.
- Lane Change Assistant: assistance for comfortable and automatic lane changing in the speed range between 43 - 110 mph via a long press of the turn indicator.
- Real time 3D environment visualisation in the instrument cluster

6DR

Please note, the function “Lane change assistant”, which is a part of option 5AU “Driving assistant professional” has to be deactivated for X6 models when ordered in combination with C28 Donnington Grey. You must add option 8TR which will decode
that specific function - if you do not do this, the factory will add option 8TR to the order regardless.
BMW Drive Recorder
The DriveRecorder makes it possible to record a video of the vehicle’s surroundings and to play this video back on the central information display or even on the CE device via USB export. Important vehicle information,
such as speed and GPS position, are saved in sync with the video.

610

Head-up Display
Full-colour projection onto the windscreen of information related to driving and specific to the situation, with automatic brightness control, 3D graphics for junction view (realistic display of turns and intersections). Userfriendly adjustment possible by means of iDrive Controller.
Large-scale display with 7° x 3.5° opening angle and a throw of approx. 2.5 m.
Display of:
- Navigation information in different display modes
- Speed
- Country-specific display of traffic signs in the relevant colours (e.g. no-overtaking indicator, Speed Limit Info)
- Warning information from driver assistance systems
- Situational display of entertainment and communication lists
- Display of Driving Experience Control modes (via coloured highlighting)
- Display of BMW EfficientDynamics functional contents
- Check control messages with 3D graphics
Display of contents depending on optional equipment ordered.

Safety and Technology
428

Warning triangle
Including first-aid set (in storage compartment on the left of the luggage-compartment)

453

Seat Ventilation Front
Ventilation of front seat base and seat backrest

456

Only with 456 and either 494, 4HA or 4HB
Comfort Seats Front
For driver and front passenger.
Including option code 459 'Seat adjustment, electrical with memory' (memory function for passenger seat also) and 'Lumbar support for driver and front passenger'. As opposed to sport seat, electrical adjustment of
thighrest, head section of backrest and headrest height. Comfort headrests with manual side adjustment.
Activation of seat adjustment for front passenger side by button in door panel (driver's side).
Not with 481, 459 and 488

459













Std













Std













Std













Only with:
ZGM or ZGX













£350.00













Only with:
ZGX

-



-







£0.00













£450.00

In combination with ZMS M Sport Plus package on M Sport models (not with 7M9)

-

-

-




-

-




-

M carbon mirror caps





£895.00

-



-







£895.00

Aluminium running board



-



-

-

-

£490.00

Trailer tow hitch













£995.00













£355.00









-

-







£400.00
£0.00

Seat adjustment, electric, with memory
- seat adjustment: for driver and front passenger

481

Sport seats for driver and front passenger
- electric adjustment of seat height, backrest tilt, seat backrest width adjustment and seat tilt

494

Only with MA / MC
Seat heating for driver and front passenger
makes for comfortably warm seats in cool temperatures, can be regulated in three stages

4HA

Seat heating front and rear
- makes for comfortably warm seats at cool temperatures
- 1st seat row and 2nd seat row

4HB

Not with 494
Heat comfort package, front
Including heated armrests in the front doors as well as heated armrests in the front centre console.

4T7

Not with 494
Massage Function, front
Eight massage programmes selectable via the iDrive menu. Each programme features three intensity levels for muscle activation and relaxation:
- Pelvis activation
- Torso activation
- Full-body activation
- Back massage
- Shoulder massage
- Loin massage
- Torso training
- Full-body training

Exterior equipment
1MA

M Sport Exhaust System
Exhaust system with a distinctively sporty sound.

3DN

BMW kidney 'Iconic Glow'
- visual exterior highlight: highlighting of BMW kidney by innovative LED fibre optical technology (in blue)
- can be used while driving

3ME

£0.00

- Carbon mirror caps
- emphasise the ‘Powerful M Design’
3MG

M Carbon rear spoiler
- Carbon rear spoiler

328

3AC

Operating switch in luggage compartment. Trailer tow hitch can be swivelled electrically until completely recessed underneath the rear apron. Including trailer stabilisation monitor
3AT

Roof rails Aluminium satinated
Permissible roof load: 100 kg

3E3

Only with 3MB, not with 760
xOffroad package

£2,595.00

- 4 xOffroad modes: xSand, xRocks, xGravel, xSnow
- xOffroad Driving Experience Control
- xOffroad-specific xDrive adjustments
- Specific pedal and gearshift characteristics
- Visuals-enhancing and functional sump guard front
- Specific user interface in instrument cluster, Head-Up Display and Central Information Display
- Mechanical differential lock

3MB

Only with 2T4 and 2VR, not with 2VH
BMW Individual Exterieur Line Aluminium satinated






Includes:
- Window frame decorative moulding, satinised aluminium
- Window guide rail in black high-gloss
- B and C-pillar finishers in black high-gloss
- Mirror triangle with mirror base in black high-gloss
- Mirror frame in black high-gloss
3MC

Only with 3AT
BMW Individual roof rails high-gloss Shadow Line

-



-







£355.00













Std

-



-






£265.00

Permissible roof load: 100 kg
4T8

Only with 760
Expanded exterior mirror package
- Electrically adjustable and heated, aspherical glass
- With electric fold-in function
- Automatic parking function
- Anti-dazzle function on driver's side

7M9

BMW Individual high-gloss Shadow Line with extended contents

Only with: ZMS

Extension of option code 760 'BMW Individual Shadow Line’ with following contents in black chrome:
- kidney frame
- kidney struts
- Air Breather
- tailpipe finishers
715

Only with 760, not with 3DN
M Aerodynamics package

-



-







£0.00

-



-







£0.00













£1,050.00

Aerodynamic components in body colour, consisting of front and rear aprons and sill covers at the side. Insert in rear bumper trim in Dark Shadow metallic
760

BMW Individual high-gloss Shadow Line
Contents in black high-gloss:
- Decorative moulding, window frame
- Window guide rail
- Finishers, B and C pillars
- Mirror triangle with mirror base
- Mirror frame

Audio & Communication
60A

TV function Plus
Allows for reception of Digital TV (DVB-T) function to Control Display. Includes CI+ module, which enables the car to also receive DVB-T2 encoded TV channels (Pay TV).

676

HiFi loudspeaker system









-

-













Only with:
Z0J













Std













Std













Std













Std













Std

Std

Hi-Fi speaker system, digital amplifier 205 W amplifier power, multi-channel capability.
10 speakers:
- 1 centre tweeter in the instrument panel
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the instrument panel
- 2 tweeters in the mirror triangles
- 2 midrange speakers in the front door trims
- 2 midrange speakers in the rear door panels
- 2 central bass speakers underneath the front seats
688

Harman Kardon surround sound system
Digital amplifier with individually adjustable equalising, 464 W amplifier power, 9 channels. Speaker bezels with harman/kardon designation
16 speakers:
- 1 centre tweeter in the middle of the instrument panel
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the middle of the instrument panel
- 2 tweeters in the mirror triangles (with 'harman/kardon' designation)
- 2 midrange speakers in the front door trims (with 'harman/kardon' designation)
- 2 midrange speakers in the rear door trim
- 2 central bass speakers underneath the front seats
- 2 tweeters in the rear door trims (with 'harman/kardon' designation)
- 2 midrange speakers in the D-pillar
- 2 tweeters in the D-pillar

654

DAB tuner
Enables reception of digital audio programmes.

6AE

Teleservices
Offers a range of telematic services that provide support and notification of the technical condition of the vehicle. Services include Automatic Service Call (ASC), TeleServices Breakdown Call (B-call), TeleServices
Report (TSR), TeleServices Battery Guard (TSBG) and Teleservices Update (TSU). For specific information on these services please contact your Aftersales Service centre. Service included and active for the lifetime
of the vehicle.

6AF

Legal Emergency Call
Manual and automatic establishment of connection to the responsible rescue centre via involvement of BMW call centre agents. Immediate transmission of the vehicle location and further relevant data. Please note the
customer will be served in the language of the country that the vehicle head-unit is registered in regardless of where the call was made. Service included and active for the lifetime of the vehicle.

6AK

BMW ConnectedDrive Online Services
Included Services are initially standard for three years subscription from production (unless stated) and can then be extended or renewed via a customer’s ConnectedDrive portal and the ConnectedDrive store.
BMW Vehicle Apps.
Formerly known as BMW Online. Access to a WAP based online services to view a wide range of general and location-based information. Included Apps are News, Weather and Country Information. Online-based
content like News can be read out loud to minimize distraction while driving and offer the maximum in safety and comfort. The weather app shows the weather forecast for the upcoming 4 days. Country information
contains all the relevant information when entering a different country with your BMW, for example information on tolls.
BMW Connected+.^
An update of the personalization function in the vehicle and display of smartphone content on the Control Display in the BMW. Including; Send my Routes to Car, Share Live Trip Status, Navigate Door-to-Door and
seamless link of My Destinations between you Connected App and vehicle.
Intelligent Voice Control.
Off-board voice processing offers a functional extension of the intelligent voice assistant through server-based processing of speech input. Examples of the features include online-based points of interest for the
navigation (e.g. Italian restaurant in the vicinity), the dictation function for messages and an improvement in the recognition of natural speech input. Benefits at a glance; Flexible input of addresses and points of interest,
More up-to-date data for the speech-based search for addresses and points of interest, Improvement in voice recognition for the input of addresses and points of interest. Flexible dictation of text messages and e-mail
(Smartphone dependant).
USB and Over the Air map updates.
Manual and Automatic updates of the navigation map data either via USB or over-the-air. A USB map update can be completed via the BMW ConnectedDrive portal to integrate the latest European wide map data, or
as soon as a new navigation map version is available for the country that your vehicle is registered in, the update is transferred via the integrated SIM card directly into the vehicle’s navigation system, completely overthe-air. During the update process, the navigation system remains fully functional. Always have the most up-to-date navigation map data. Overthe-air updates up to 4-times annually. Updates take place automatically
as soon as the latest version of map data is available.
BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant.
Building upon the Intelligent Voice Control, BMW drivers and passengers will be joined by an intelligent, digital character that responds to the prompt “Hey BMW”. Communicate in a new and easy way with your car
using the BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant. It knows you, learns your behaviours to get better every day and helps out whatever the situatio. It allows functions within the vehicle to be controlled, can explain
everything about your car and help you get better acquainted with your BMW. You can also assign your own personal activation word.
Intelligent Functionalities.
Smart Interior, working in conjunction with Intelligent Personal Assistant, offers personalised content based, and intelligent car related services in the vehicle and the Connected App. It automates vehicle functions to
enhance the experience inside of the vehicle. Includes automate my habits service, where you can define your heating and cooling preferences. The vehicle then automatically adjusts the seat heating / ventilation
settings to your liking. Also includes Weather Guard to warn the driver if the car is parked in adverse weather conditions via the BMW Connected App. This feature's deliverables is dependent on your vehicles
capabilities and specification.
Remote Software Upgrade.
With Remote Software Upgrade your BMW stays up-to-date and is future-proof. The Upgrades are downloaded via a smartphone with the Connected app and ideally a Wi-Fi connection (quicker and therefore
recommended) or over the air directly into the car and provide security updates and functionality upgrades. The customers are always informed about the content of every Remote Software Upgrade as there are
Release Notes displayed in the car and in the Connected App similar to an iOS upgrade.
^Currently only available on vehicles fitted with 6U2 with limited functionality (Send Routes to Car to follow within 2019). Service will follow on vehicles fitted with 6U3 via a Remote Software Upgrade within 2019.

6C4

Connected Package Professional
Included Services are initially standard for three years subscription from production (unless stated) and can then be extended or renewed via a customer’s ConnectedDrive portal and the ConnectedDrive store.
Apple CarPlay (1 year Subscription).
Apple CarPlay® Preparation enables an iPhone® to be used wirelessly, conveniently and safely via the user interface in the vehicle. Smartphone contents and functions such as music, iMessages/SMS, telephony,
SIRI and selected third-party apps can thus be displayed and operated in the customary manner via the user interface in the vehicle. Subscription for Apple CarPlay valid for 1 year from production, can be extended
thereafter on 1 year, 3 years or lifetime subscriptions.
Concierge Services.
Direct access to UK based call centre, 24 hours a day, 365 days per year. No Smartphone required within vehicle, calls made using in-built 4G SIM card. Access to telephone and industry directories, points of interest,
opening times of cultural facilities, flight information, addresses of restaurants, hotels, emergency pharmacies, cash machines, golf courses etc. Navigation data can be transferred directly to the driver's navigation
system, and/or sent as a message to the vehicles control display with additional relevant information when required, e.g. telephone numbers, email addresses.
Connected Navigation.
BMW Connected Navigation offers customers a unrivalled navigation experience on their off board touchpoints as well as a unique in car experience. Get proactive suggestions, based on your behaviour and share
locations from other apps including Google and Apple maps.

Connected Parking.
Parking Place Assistant to give intelligent parking route guidance close to your final destination based on the current parking situation, offering car parks close to destination or on-street parking availability. On-Street
Parking Information**, shows probability of finding a parking space on selected streets. Roads are colour-coded in blue depending on the likelihood of available spaces. The service also individually updates the display
with colour markers in real time as spaces become free on street once another BMW has vacated the parking space.
In-Car Experiences.
Your BMW will take care of you. It invigorates you when you’re tired, relaxes you after a stressful day and adapts your vehicle’s interior to perfectly suit your mood. With In-Car Experiences, which include the Caring
Car Programmes and Experiences Modes, your vehicle will make sure you feel your best. Activated manually or via in-car voice speech prompt. This feature's deliverables are dependent on your vehicles capabilities
and specification.
Real-Time Traffic Information (RTTI).
Displays real-time traffic information on motorways, roads and urban streets for the driver's current route and recommends potential diversions. Exact display of the traffic situation in real time, with updates being
received every 3 minutes. Greater comfort and safety thanks to precise warnings of congestion and hazards (including Heavy Rain, Fog, Slippery Roads). Inclusion of traffic situation on recommended diversions.
Remote Services. Open/lock doors, display of vehicle location on the map in vehicle finder, flash headlights.
Remote 3D View*. Allows real time image to be taken of area surrounding vehicle environment. Access via smartphone app and can be retrieved on the smartphone as a 3D representation.

Connected Teaser.
Gives a 3 month trial period of the following services.
Connected Music.
Connected Music offers you direct and unlimited access to more than 50 million music tracks and audiobooks. Utilisation of the service can be through one of two channels, Connected Music or BMW Music. For
Connected Music, you can use the service to log-in with your existing music streaming premium account of one of our music partners (Currently Spotify, Deezer or Napster). BMW Music utilises the option to access
an in-vehicle music streaming service, direct to the vehicle, with music provided by our partner Napster.

*Available on vehicles fitted with 5DN Parking Assistant Plus.
**Currently available in Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, London, Manchester, and Sheffield
6F1

Bowers & Wilkins Diamond surround sound system













Only with:
Z0J













£2,345.00
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Std













£495.00













Only with:
ZGX













£550.00













£195.00

Superior 3D-sound through QuantumLogic Immersion. Dynamic equalising through microphone based feedback with five sound options: Studio, Concert 3D, On-stage 3D, Cinema 3D and Lounge 3D. Subtly
illuminated speakers in mirror triangles and doors with grills made from etched stainless steel
System consists of:
2x 25mm Diamond Nautilus Tweeters
5x 25mm Aluminium Tweeters
7x 100mm Aluminiumised Kevlar Midrange Speakers
4x 40mm 3D mid-tweeters
1,475 watt 20-channel amplifier
6FH

Only with 407
Rear seat entertainment
2x tiltable independent high definition (1,920 x 1,080) 10.2" touch screens in the rear with a Blu-Ray drive. Operation by remote control and includes separate connection options for smart phones, tablets, MP3 layers,
USB devices and headphones (2x USB / HDMI / 2x jack plug).
Access to all entertainment sources of the vehicle (TV, radio etc.), display of navigation map with POI search, online portal and telephone.
Price includes two sets of wireless headphones which Retailers must order separately. Please ensure two sets of headphones are ordered under part number 65.12.2.457.224.

6NW

Telephony with Wireless Charging
- Improved hands-free capability for front passenger by provision of a second microphone.
- Bluetooth / Wi-Fi audio streaming.
- Wi-Fi hotspot preparation. Use of SIM card installed in the vehicle. (Only in combination with option code 6WD).
- Playback of compressed videos via the USB interface.
- 2 mobile phones and one audio player can be paired via Bluetooth at any given time,
- Display of organiser data from a compatible Smartphone on the Control Display by selecting 'Office' or 'Communication' from the menu.
- Display of contact photos from the address book of a compatible Smartphone on the Control Display.
- Display of album covers.
- Software update for multimedia and telephony via USB interface.

Smartphone holder within the centre console featuring inductive charging for compatible mobile telephones (using QI wireless charging format) and connection to the vehicle's external aerial. Includes LED charge level
indicator and forgotten mobile phone warning.
To ensure the Smartphone charges function and connects to the external aerial, the Smartphone must be positioned with its back flat to the charging surface. For Smartphones without an inductive charging function,
special charging cases are available to purchase via BMW Parts and Accessories for selected devices.
Extended functionality may depend on the features of the Bluetooth / USB device in use. For confirmation, please check the Bluetooth Compatibility Checker on www.bmw.co.uk.
6WD

WiFi hotspot
Enables connection of mobile devices to the internet via the SIM card installed in the vehicle. Depending on the local LTE availability, up to 10 devices can surf the internet with max. 100 Mbit/s. Its use is subject to
cost, data plans can be purchased via the mobile network operator when connected to the vehicle.

6U3

BMW Live Cockpit Professional
- Display cluster consisting of a fully digital, customisable 12.3" instrument display and a high-resolution (1920x1080 pixels) 12.3" Control Display incl. split screen function
- BMW Operating System 7.0 with variable, configurable widgets (e.g. media player with album cover, vehicle status, etc.) that display information in real time.
- Intuitive operation options through natural voice control, direct-selection buttons, iDrive Controller with turn and press function, touch operation on the Control Display or gesture control (where fitted).
- Personal user account: enables unique identification and authentication of vehicle user with their stored profiles (via key and PIN); all settings related to the respective person (seat, air conditioning, entertainment, etc.)
are adopted together with the profile.
- When navigation is not active, an orientation map can be shown on the instrument display; when navigation is active, a roadbook with all required instructions is displayed (alternatively, display in the HUD).
- Navigation function (navigation data is loaded into the navigation unit when the vehicle is delivered) with image of the current course of the road, arrow pointer, map display north-up, heading-up and perspective view,
3D landmarks, Micro City Models, free-text search for addresses and special destinations, destination guidance instructions with auto-zoom function.
- Quadruple tuner with diversity reception
- Hard drive-supported system including up to 50 GB memory for audio files (34 GB music files and 16 GB Connected Music)
- 2 USB connections for charging smartphones and tablets and transferring data (e.g. media players), Bluetooth / WiFi interface for wireless connection of mobile terminal devices (e.g. Bluetooth audio streaming) and
WiFi hotspot preparation (use of SIM card installed in the vehicle; fee-based registration required).
- 4G LTE Connectivity: hard-wired SIM card with 4G network in the vehicle for keeping the customer mobile; Intelligent Emergency Call, Teleservices, Online Services (e.g. weather, news) as well as BMW
ConnectedDrive services included in content or purchased individually.B356

6U8

Gesture Control
Specifically defined functions can be controlled in the detection range above the front centre console using hand gestures:
- Use of simple hand gestures to interact with the infotainment system (e.g. swiping, pointing, turning, pushing). Functions that can be operated by gestures include volume control, accepting and rejecting an incoming
telephone call, closing externally triggered pop-ups (e.g. traffic news), speech dialogue, confirmation of Check Control messages, triggering of a personally configured function and Surround View (360°).
- Destination guidance of the navigation system can be continued and cancelled with gestures such as "pointing" or "swiping".
- Permanently available gestures for direct interaction (e.g. volume)
- Context-specific gestures as a reaction (e.g. rejecting an incoming telephone call)
- Operating aid through the display of currently available gesture interactions

Interior equipment
3KA

Acoustic glazing
- Thicker side windows in laminated safety glass
- Thicker windscreen (5 mm instead of 4.5 mm)
- Increased driving comfort by reducing external noises

323

Only with 420
Soft close doors
Enables the doors to be closed conveniently and safely without much effort or noise nuisance in quiet surroundings. If a door is inadvertently left partly open it is automatically pulled to the fully closed position and
locked

4A2

Glass application 'CraftedClarity' for interior elements
Handmade polished glass elements:
- Gear selector switch with illuminated 'X' symbol
- Volume control
- iDrive controller
- Start/stop button

4FL

Travel & Comfort System
- 2 x USB Type C connections in backrests of 1st seat row, charging with 3A
- 2 x preparations for multifunction bracket in backrests of 1st seat row
'Travel & Comfort components will be made available via original BMW Accessories
Not with 6FH

4NB











































£1,095.00













£1,250.00

In combination with ZBxx













£0.00

Ambient lighting
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Only with:
ZGM or ZGX













£295.00







£1,245.00
£950.00
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-







£1,445.00
£1,150.00

Automatic air conditioning with 4-zone control
- Separate temperature control for driver, front passenger and also left and right rear passengers
- Separate adjustment of air volume and air distribution for driver, front passenger and rear passengers
- Automatic programme with 5 intensity levels, separate adjustment for driver, front passenger and rear passengers
- Separate setting of temperature stratification for driver and front passenger via MMI (menu entry button on air conditioning control panel)
- Front air-conditioning control panel with full-colour display, control via touch operation on some function buttons
- Separate air conditioning control panel for rear passengers in the rear centre console
- SYNC function: driver settings apply to the entire vehicle interior
- Residual heat utilisation
- Automatic air recirculation control (AUC)
- Maximum cooling (MAX AC) for driver and front passenger as well as rear passengers
- Glove compartment can be cooled
- Fogging sensor and solar sensor, microfilter and activated carbon filter
- Auxiliary ventilation
- Illuminated thumb wheels
- 2 extra vents in the B-pillars
- Additional blower for rear passengers in the rear centre console
In combination with ZGX

4NM

Ambient air

£420.00

£0.00
Only with:
ZGX

Air ionisation and scents for the vehicle interior. Intensity of the scents can be controlled in three stages via iDrive controller or button in the air-conditioning control panel. Image in the Control Display. Two selectable
scent cartridges in the glove compartment in each case. Can be ordered via BMW accessories. The starter kit contains two scents: Blue Suite No. 1, Golden Suite No. 2.
4MA

M Multifunctional seats

For driver and front passenger. Including option code 459 'Seat adjustment, electrical with memory' (memory function for passenger seat also) and option code 488 'Lumbar support for driver and front passenger'.
Electric adjustment of the upper section of the backrest, backrest width and thighrest. Headrests with electric adjustment for headrest height, rear headrest unit mechanically foldable. M embossing on the headrest
Only with MAH9
4M5

BMW Individual instrument panel finished in leather
Instrument panel and door upper-arm trim panels finished in leather:
- Instrument panel top section and door upper-arm trim panels in 'Walknappa' Black leather with seam pattern
- Instrument panel bottom section in interior colour

4UR

with ambience lighting designs
- LED soft-light for centre console (waterfall lighting)
- ambient map-pocket lighting
- ambient centre stack lighting (centre stack storage compartment lighting)
- illuminated armrest handle
- ambient footwell light front and rear
- ambient instrument panel lighting
- ambient door panel lighting and unlocking
- contour instrument panel lighting, front centre console, door panel front and rear
- comprises 6 pre-defined selectable light designs in various colours with contour and ambient lighting (contour lighting can be combined in white or ambient light colour)
- additionally, the Welcome Light Carpet projects an ambient light design onto the left and right entering and exiting area (via integrated light source in the left and right side sills)
- dynamic function of contour lighting for 4 applications: welcome, goodbye, open door and phone call
- handle-area lighting in the tailgate
- including handle-area lighting in the outside door handles
- door exit lighting front and rear (left / right)
- visual exit area and door recognition, front and rear (left / right)
407

Panorama glass roof Sky Lounge
functional characteristics of option code 402 'panorama glass roof'
additional functions:
- with integrated LED light graphics
- colourful light setting with illuminated graphic surfaces in the glass (over 15,000 light points)
- can be selected in six predefined colours of ambient lighting

417

Roller sunblind, rear side windows
- roller blind for rear side windows, manually operated

418

Luggage-compartment package
Electronically adjustable cover for luggage compartment.

420

Sun protection glazing
Darkened glass for rear screen and rear side windows. Reduces heat rise inside the passenger compartment when the car is in direct sunlight. More strongly tinted glass from the B pillar back means that the glass in

423

Floor mats in velour
front and rear, colour co-ordinated with all standard carpet colours

44A

Cupholder, temperate
- Heated and cooled cupholder in the centre console

775

BMW Individual headliner anthracite
Headlining, parcel shelf, pillar trims and sun visors in anthracite

776

BMW Individual headliner Alcantara anthracite






Headliner, parcel shelf, pillar trims and sun visors in Alcantara anthracite
778

Door sill finishers with BMW Individual designation



-



£0.00

- illuminated at front and rear
Only with ZBxx
XD5

BMW Individual headliner Alcantara






Only with ZBxx

Alloy Wheels
258

Run flat tyres













£0.00
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Std













£0.00



-



-

-

-

£0.00

Run-flat tyres available and included with select alloy wheels. Please refer to the alloy wheel section below.
Where a customer opts for an alloy wheel without run-flat tyres they will receive 2VC Tyre repair kit instead.
2PA

2VB

2VC

Locking wheel bolts

Tyre Pressure Monitoring

Tyre repair kit
Tyre repair kit available and included with select alloy wheels where 258 Run-flat tyres are not included. Please refer to the alloy wheel section below.
Tyre sealant bottle. Electronically operated 12V compressor (for connection to 12V socket).

1SA

19" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 734
9 J × 19 / tyres 265/50 R 19

1TA

20" light alloy wheels Star-spoke style 736 with mixed tyres and runflat tyres



-



-

-

-

£1,450.00



-



-

-

-

£2,850.00

-



-



-

-

£0.00

-



-






front: 9 J × 20 / tyres 275/45 R 20
rear: 10.5 J × 20 / tyres 305/40 R 20

1XB

21" light alloy wheels Y-spoke style 744 with mixed tyres and runflat tyres

front: 9.5 J × 21 / tyres 275/40 R21
rear: 10.5 J x 21 / tyres 315/35 R21

1XN

21" M light alloy wheels Y-spoke style 741 M Bicolour with mixed and runflat tyres

front: 9.5 J × 21 / tyres 275/40 R21
rear: 10.5 J x 21 / tyres 315/35 R21

1PA

22" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 742 M Bicolour with mixed tyres

£645.00
£0.00

front: 9.5 J × 22 / tyres 275/35 R 22
rear: 10.5 J × 22 / tyres 315/30 R 22

1SM

Only in combination with ZMS M Sport Plus package on M Sport models.

-



-



-

-

£0.00

22" M light alloy wheels V-spoke style 747 M Bicolour with mixed tyres

-

-

-

-





£0.00



-



-

-



-



-

-

-

-





-



-



-

-

front: 9.5 J × 22 / tyres 275/35 R 22
rear: 10.5 J × 22 / tyres 315/30 R 22

1S9

22" BMW Individual light alloy wheels V-spoke style 746 I with mixed tyres

£3,250.00
£950.00
£250.00

front: 9.5 J × 22 / tyres 275/35 R22
rear: 10.5 J × 22 / tyres 315/30 R 22

Only in combination with ZMS M Sport Plus package on M Sport models.

£305.00

